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Lopsided discipline takes
toll on black male students
By Veronica Anderson
Editor-in-Chief

A

frican-American boys face a peculiar dilemma in Chicago’s public
schools: how to get a solid education when, more than any other
group of students, they are singled out for
harsh punishments and sent packing for
days, weeks, sometimes months at a time.
Some are expelled—even in elementary
school—for a year or longer. Many folks
assume that these punishments are
deserved. Isn’t it true, they ask, that black
male students are more likely to behave in
ways that warrant such sanctions?
This wrong-minded logic is endemic in
today’s society, where negative stereotypes
of black males are pervasive. While it is true
that black males can be found in the universe of students who behave badly at
school, it is not at all correct to presume that
all black males who are suspended or
expelled from school deserve what they got.
The numbers are striking: Black males
comprise 23 percent of the CPS student
population but amount to 44 percent of
those who are suspended, and 61 percent of
those who are expelled. Black boys are the
only group of CPS students whose suspension rates are higher in elementary school
than in high school.
Suspension rates are so high in Chicago,
one researcher speculates that federal civil
rights officials may see reason to investigate. “Something is wrong in a school district that suspends half or a quarter of one
group of students,” says researcher Daniel
Losen of the Civil Rights Project at the University of California-Berkeley.
Yet schools have the power to do something about this disparity. Just a few years
ago, two out of every three black male students at Dyett High School got suspended.
The situation was similar at Ryerson Elementary, where until recently, black boys
were suspended at three times the district
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average. Principals at both schools reversed
the trend once they zeroed in on the problem and embraced alternative discipline
and student motivation strategies that didn’t
result in boys missing classes. Rather than
blaming students, these educators took it
upon themselves to look for ways to address
behavior issues that ensured students’ academic needs were factored in.
Here’s what’s at stake: More AfricanAmerican male students drop out of CPS
(55 percent) than graduate (40 percent).
Research shows, unequivocally, that students who are absent perform poorly, and
that suspensions put students at risk for
dropping out.
When it comes to punishing black
male students, the district’s scales of justice tilt toward discrimination. It’s time for
CPS to publicly recognize that something
is wrong, and for CEO Ron Huberman to
take it upon himself to address, districtwide, the paradox of black male punishment and performance.
* * *
I have been privileged over the past 12
years to observe and cover Chicago Public
Schools as an education journalist and editor. When I began working for Catalyst, an
academic generation was entering kindergarten classes across the city. It was the fall
of 1996, just a year after Mayor Daley and
then-CEO Paul Vallas took the reins, at the
beginning of a tug-of-war between local
and central control of schools.
So much has happened since then,
some of it unimaginable in the late 1990s.
Who would have believed it back then if
someone had said in just over 10 years,
Chicago would produce the first black
U.S. President and would see its schools
CEO rise to Secretary of Education? Today,
Chicago has charter schools and merit
pay and Preschool for All and college
coaches and knowledge, based in
research, about where and how to target

CODE OF CONDUCT
CPS policy stipulates the following mitigating
factors be taken into account when disciplining students:
 age, health, maturity, and academic
placement
 prior conduct
 attitude
 parent/guardian cooperation and/or
involvement
 willingness to make restitution
 seriousness of the offense
 willingness to enroll in a student assistance
program
Source: CPS Student Code of Conduct 2008-2009

resources to raise graduation rates and
keep students from dropping out.
Those kindergartners who started school
the same year I joined Catalyst graduated this
month—or at least the ones who survived the
system and earned enough credits to do so. At
the current rate, that would be just over half of
them, too low a figure to be considered a
rousing success. Besides high schools, the
other tough nut left uncracked since I’ve been
in this field is school funding reform. In this
tough economic climate, progress on this
front is beyond the horizon, unless the Chicago Urban League’s lawsuit breaks through.
(I’m rooting that it will.)
With the changes that Huberman promises to bring, I’m torn about leaving Catalyst
at such a crucial juncture. But some offers
are too good to resist, and the honor of my
being named a Knight Fellow at Stanford
University is one of them.
So, although I’m signing off and moving
on, I will remain fascinated by and connected to what’s happening in public
schools here, and with education policy
across the country. Northern California
isn’t that far away, and I’m looking forward
to continuing the dialogue in the emerging
media landscape.
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All-state basketball forward Jonathan Mills and his teammates from North Lawndale College Prep prepare for tip-off. Many of the
boys on the team look to coach Lewis Thorpe for mentoring and motivation. The team’s latest season shows just how tough the job of
coaching can be. [Photo by Jason Geil]

Black male conundrum

A

frican-American boys are up to five times more likely to be suspended than
any other group of students in CPS. The increase is just part of a districtwide
trend that has put Chicago ahead of other urban districts in suspending
students—and upping their odds of eventually dropping out. COVER STORY: PAGE 4

8

Three friends
As freshmen, Cassius, Micah and Kenny got suspended and failed classes. A new approach to
discipline at Dyett High, and the support of a mentor, put them back on track to graduation.

12 A place of their own

Principal Lorenzo Russell started an all-boys class at Ryerson Elementary to keep middlegrades boys out of trouble. The results so far appear promising.

14 Searching for role models

Principals at struggling schools say they are looking for AfricanAmerican male teachers, who are in increasingly short supply.

16 Coaching students

For Lewis Thorpe, coaching the basketball team at North Lawndale
College Prep involves more than locker-room pep talks and
diagramming plays. His players get an extra academic push.

19 Guest column: Suspended because I ‘didn’t know
when to keep my mouth shut’

Educator David Stovall says teachers and administrators should address
the issues that affect young African-American boys and stop looking at
these youngsters as a “problem.”

ON THE WEB 
Go to www.catalyst-chicago.org
for school-by-school data on suspensions
and expulsions for African-American boys
in 2008, and on black male teachers.
ON THE COVER: Sixth-grader Daweed
Abdiel focuses on a reading lesson at
Ryerson Elementary. He says more of his
classmates are focused on schoolwork
now that they are in an all-boys class.
[Photo by Cristina Rutter]
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Reaching Black Boys

Black male
conundrum
In Chicago’s public schools, African-American males are
suspended and expelled at a higher rate than any other
student group. Yet educators are working to raise black
male graduation rates, creating a classic case of policy and
practice at odds. By Sarah Karp

N

early one in four black male students in Chicago Public Schools
was suspended at least once last
year, a rate that is twice as high as
the district average.
This finding is also part of an upward trend that
has resulted in a near doubling of the number of
suspended students over the past five years,
according to a Catalyst Chicago analysis.
While districts across the country report student discipline data in slightly different ways, the
analysis of 2008 data shows that CPS has one of
the highest rates of suspension among big-city
school districts—putting students at higher risk of
failing courses and dropping out because of the
strong correlation, borne out by research, between
school attendance, grades and graduation.
The racial disparity for African-American
males is even starker with expulsions, which are
also on the rise. More than 60 percent of expelled
students last year were black boys, up from 53 percent just five years ago.
The statistics have stunned local and national
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educators and youth advocates, who say the disparity may warrant investigation by the Office of
Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of Education.
Peter Cunningham, assistant secretary for
communications and outreach under Secretary
of Education Arne Duncan, says the department
is interested in having all students treated “fairly
and equally.”
“Any time there’s a disproportionate impact on
any one group of students, the Department of
Education is concerned,” Cunningham says. As
Schools CEO in Chicago, Duncan realized the
problem of excessive discipline and pushed for
alternative strategies, such as peer juries to get
students involved in meting out punishments that
would keep those who misbehave in school. But
the ideas have yet to take root, and suspensions
and expulsions have continued to rise.
National leaders are showing signs of tackling
the issue of punitive discipline, which isn’t
addressed in the No Child Left Behind Act. The
Illinois State Board of Education requires reporting, but does not impose sanctions for excessive

WHY THIS MATTERS
District officials have
long said they are
committed to eliminating the achievement gap for black
boys. At the same
time, data show that
black male students are hardest hit by punitive discipline that affects their academics:
 Studies have established a strong correlation
between suspensions, course failures and dropping
out. Black boys in CPS have the highest dropout
rate of any racial or ethnic group, and also the
highest rates of suspension and expulsion.
 CPS scrapped its zero tolerance policy in 2006 in
favor of restorative justice, which encourages
schools to avoid punitive discipline and help
students understand why their misbehavior is
wrong and make restitution instead. But
restorative justice has yet to take a strong hold.
 Black male teachers, who can serve as mentors to
black boys who are struggling academically and
with their behavior, are in short supply in CPS. (See
story on page 14.)
 The racial disparity is also apparent in suburban
Cook County, where black boys account for just 11
percent of students but 35 percent of those
suspended at least once and 44 percent of those
expelled. (See chart on page 7.)
discipline and has not instituted guidelines for
determining when suspension or expulsion is
warranted. At the recommendation of a state
task force, ISBE has begun to take aim at classroom management by calling on districts to
adopt the Positive Behavior Intervention System

At a conference held in February at DePaul University, Kenwood Academy students put on a step performance. Stepping is a form of rhythmic dance done by black fraternities and
sororities. The conference was organized by the Male Initiative, a program that aims to provide guidance and encouragement to black male students. [Photo by John Booz]
(PBIS) to track student misbehavior and reward
them when they do well.
But for the most part, student discipline has
flown under the radar in CPS, despite the potential
long-range academic consequences—a situation
that is particularly troubling for black boys, who
lag behind their peers academically and are most
likely to drop out of school.
LOCAL EXPERTS SAY THEY ARE DEEPLY DISMAYED to learn

that suspensions and expulsions are so high, especially for African-American boys. In 2006, youth
advocates convinced CPS to scrap zero-tolerance
in favor of an approach called restorative justice,
in which schools work with students to help them
take responsibility for their actions and make
amends. Restorative justice, proponents hoped,
would lower suspensions and expulsions and
keep students in school.
Robert Spicer, director of programs for Community Justice for Youth Institute, says that as a
black man who spent eight years teaching in CPS,
he is not surprised that black boys are suspended

and expelled more often. He questions whether
teachers and administrators truly believe that
educating black male students is important.
“The district continues to fail them,” Spicer says.
Lori Turner, a staff attorney for the American
Civil Liberties Union in Chicago, says CPS is moving in the wrong direction, since “education
experts agree that there is a direct correlation
between suspension and outcomes.” Turner cites
a 2001 report by the Coalition for Juvenile Justice,
a national nonprofit representing state juvenile
justice advisory groups, which found that a student who is suspended just once is three times
more likely to drop out of school.
Barbara Eason-Watkins, CPS’ chief education
officer, declined to address the racial disparity.
Overall, she believes the higher numbers are the
result of better reporting, not more suspensions.
Only in recent years has reporting become more
reliable, Eason-Watkins says, as the district’s computer system has improved.
In addition, school principals largely determine what happens on their campus. “At the dis-

trict level, we are really trying to encourage
schools to be more responsive to the social and
emotional needs of students,” she says.
Sources familiar with the data, inside the district and at the Consortium on Chicago School
Research, say they suspect that the 2008 figures still
reflect an underreporting of suspensions. They
point out that there is a disincentive for principals
to report the information, and that some schools
provide more accurate information than others.
But the spike in suspensions is troubling even if
it does stem only from better reporting, Turner
says. Not only has the district been providing the
state with grossly inaccurate information, but it
has also failed to monitor and address the issue
properly, she says.
Meanwhile, the message to students is not good.
Ronald Ferguson, a senior research associate at
Harvard University’s Malcolm Wiener Center for
Social Policy, tells the story of a boy in a dropout
program who explained how he felt about the different reactions of his teachers to misbehavior.
One of his teachers gave him extra work and sat by
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Reaching Black Boys
KICKED OUT
Throughout their schooling, black male students
are more likely to be suspended than any other
group in CPS. The disparities are especially stark in
elementary school, where African-American boys
are suspended at five times the rate of white boys.
SUSPENSIONS PER 100 STUDENTS IN 2008 FOR …
High school students

Elementary school students

38

Black males

21
26

Black females

11
22

Latino males
6
17

White males
4
Latina females
White females

13
2
9
2

HARSHEST PUNISHMENT, WIDEST DISPARITY
By far, black male students are expelled more than
any other group. Boys, in general, are much more
likely to be expelled than girls.
STUDENTS EXPELLED COMPARED TO TOTAL POPULATION
Black males

White males

Latino males

Expulsions

All others

CPS population

23%

23%

61%
53%

4%

15%
20%
1%

CHICAGO TOPS THE LIST ON DISCIPLINE
A Catalyst Chicago survey shows that Chicago suspends more students than other big-city districts.
The No Child Left Behind Act, the nation’s major
education law, does not monitor suspensions, nor
does it set guidelines on how to mete out discipline.
SUSPENSIONS BY DISTRICT*
Chicago
Houston
Dallas
Los Angeles
Palm Beach, Fla.

Per 100 students

13
11
10
9
8

*For a full list, go to www.catalyst-chicago.org
Note: Washington D.C., Detroit and Philadelphia did not provide
data despite repeated attempts by Catalyst Chicago to obtain it.
Source: Catalyst Chicago analysis of Illinois State Board of
Education and local school district and state data. Figures do not
include charter schools.
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A 6th-grade student in an all-boys’ class at Ryerson Elementary looks up at his teacher during a social studies lesson.
Ryerson’s principal spearheaded the implementation of the class to help improve discipline. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
him to make sure he knew how to do it. Another
one just sent him out of the room.
“The one who gave him extra work, and
therefore gave herself extra work, is the one who
cared,” Ferguson said. “The one who just got rid
of him, didn’t.”
CPS DOES NOT REPORT DATA by race or gender docu-

menting why students were suspended or expelled.
But an analysis of school-level suspensions shows
that black boys are more likely to be kicked out of
school no matter where they are enrolled. The risk is
great even at all-black and predominantly black
schools, where the overall rate of suspensions and
expulsions is highest. And at mixed-race schools,
where black male students comprise just 12 percent
of enrollment, they make up 30 percent of those
suspended and 54 percent of those expelled.
Examining the reasons for suspensions and
expulsions, and whether those reasons are different for black boys than for other groups, is important in determining unfair treatment, says the
ACLU’s Turner. But “the numbers alone are troubling,” she says.
Even if discrimination is not overt, there’s no
question that racism is a factor, says Daniel
Losen, senior education law and policy associate
for the Civil Rights Project at the University of
California-Berkeley.
“There is a fear of black males,” he says. “It follows the stereotype of black males [as dangerous].”

While CPS is tackling the problem indirectly by
encouraging schools to adopt social and emotional
curricula to address behavior problems, a national
initiative, called Dignity in Schools, is taking shape.
Turner is part of that national campaign, whose
members have written to Secretary Duncan to
urge him to target federal stimulus money toward
programs that promote alternatives to suspension
and expulsion. Turner says the group also talked
with Duncan’s assistant secretary in the Office of
Civil Rights, Russlynn Ali, who supports the idea.
Stimulus guidelines state that districts can use the
money on alternative programs.
Udi Ofer, advocacy director for the ACLU in
New York, says that Dignity in Schools wants to
bring the issue of punitive discipline to the forefront of national discussions on education reform.
Discipline is a big concern in New York, too, and
Ofer contends that suspensions have at least doubled in the city’s public schools since Mayor
Michael Bloomberg took control of the district following his election in 2002. Ofer suspects that
schools under-report the numbers, and his office is
now combing through data that they hope will give
them more accurate information. Ofer is also lobbying on behalf of a state bill he wrote that would
require more transparency on school discipline.
(Another concern in New York is the rising
number of school security guards, who are
unarmed but authorized to arrest students. The
number is now 5,100, up from 3,600 in 2005.)

OUT OF SCHOOL PUNISHMENT
Excessive discipline in schools is the first step for
young men of color who disproportionately eventually find themselves in prison, Ofer and other
youth advocates note. “I see this as one of the greatest civil rights issues of our generation,” he says.
LOSEN NOTES THAT HIGH RATES OF SUSPENSION and

expulsion are the end result when schools are
poorly funded and lack supports, such as extra
counselors, to help misbehaving students. Teachers do not receive adequate training in how to deescalate tense situations, Losen adds, and “they
feel more desperate, like they are not able to do
what they were trained to do”—teach.
The Chicago Teachers Union wants principals
to intervene early and attack the root of behavior
problems before students need to be suspended,
says Rosemarie Genova, spokeswoman for the
CTU. “In some schools, when students act out, it
is not addressed until it becomes a big problem.”
Eric Carlton, president of Banner Schools, a
group of alternative schools, says that parents and
students tell him social and emotional issues are
hardly considered at their schools because the
staff is so overwhelmed.
“When [schools] encounter a student with
emotional problems, there’s a concern that [the
student] will set the tone for every one else,” Carlton says. “The most expedient step to take is often
to suspend or expel.”
Carlton, who was a principal in Houston, says
school leaders cannot just abandon the use of suspension and expulsion, since doing so could lead to

a chaotic environment where students don’t take
rules seriously. The key, he says, is to find balance.
As CPS CEO, Duncan gave the Chicago Area
Project a grant to implement restorative justice in
six elementary schools, as a way to restore balance
to discipline. But the program has yet to get
underway, says Edith Crigler, president of the
project, who says she’s met with resistance from
teachers and principals to such programs.
“Here it is at the end of the school year, and we
haven’t started,” Crigler says in May. “The schools
can’t conceptualize how it would work. And they
have so many other problems that they are dealing with. They just don’t know how to get behind
it. Restorative justice might be in writing, but there
is no mechanism to implement it.”
Teachers often fail to see how these programs
can help them as opposed to providing more work
for them, she explains. Some of them are veterans
and from the old school of discipline, demanding
quiet students who fall in line. Other teachers are
from vastly different cultural backgrounds and
can’t relate to students, assuming the worst too
quickly when misbehavior erupts.
Either way, Crigler says she’s tired of talking to
students and parents who complain about suspensions that seem, on the surface, to be unwarranted. Whatever the reasons, she notes, “students
cannot learn if they are not in school and not in a
supportive environment.”
Tell us what you think. Go to www.catalyst-chicago.org to
comment on this story, or e-mail karp@catalyst-chicago.org

The number of suspended students has risen dramatically in the past five years, especially for AfricanAmerican boys. Kicking students out of school, even
for short periods, can have significant academic consequences given the strong correlation between
attendance, course failures and dropping out.
SUSPENSION STATISTICS

2003

Total students suspended

29,709

Suspension rate, all students

7

2008

Difference

50,031 +20,322
13

+86%

Suspension rate, black boys

13

26

+100%

Average days suspended

1.6

1.9

+0.3

EXPULSIONS ON THE RISE
Even though zero tolerance for more serious misbehavior is no longer the official policy in CPS, students
are still feeling its effects. More students are being
expelled, and black male students are an increasingly
large percentage of those kicked out of school.
Expulsions range from one semester to a year, and
expelled students who are under 16 are required to
attend special alternative schools.
CPS STUDENTS EXPELLED
Total number of expulsions

1997 41%
1998
2003
2008

Percent black males

172
668

45%
53%

712
61%

775

RACIAL DISPARITY THROUGHOUT THE REGION
Overall, students in Chicago’s public schools are
more likely to be suspended or expelled than students in suburban districts. The racial disparity for
African-American male students holds true in the
six-county metro region.
BLACK MALES AS A % OF .... Student pop.

Suspensions

Expulsions

23%

44%

61%

Suburban Cook

11%

35%

44%

Will County

7%

25%

25%

Lake County

4%

19%

18%

Kane County

3%

11%

19%

DuPage County

3%

17%

18%

McHenry County

1%

2%

10%

Illinois

10%

30%

36%

Chicago

Note: Data for Chicago do not include charter schools because
charters are not included in the district’s student data system.
Suspensions are for one to 10 days.
Source: Catalyst Chicago analysis of Illinois State Board of
Education data

Lorenzo Russell, principal of Ryerson Elementary, observes the 6th-grade all-boys class he launched. Russell is writing his
doctoral dissertation on the implementation of gender-specific classes. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
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Reaching Black Boys: Dyett High School

Three friends
As freshmen, they were on track to drop out. Now they’re heading to college and the
workforce. The story of three African-American boys who changed course shows how
resources and new attitudes can make a difference. By Sarah Karp

F

our years ago, Dyett High
School’s principal suspended more than twothirds of the black male students at least once—far
more than most schools in the district.
Micah Williams, Cassius Rodriguez
and Kenny Rainey were freshmen that
year, and they were right in the mix.
They fought with other students and
got sent home for days at a time. They
failed nearly every class. They were
on the fast track to dropping out.
But instead, they beat the odds.
Micah and Cassius walked across
Dyett’s stage in June to get their diplomas, and are both heading for college. Kenny finished the year but still
must make up some classes to get his
diploma.
The boys’ success came through a
mix of individual effort and the encouragement and guidance of adults.
Pulling the three through high school
took patience and diligence, according to the mentors and teachers who
got to know the boys.
To a certain degree, the boys matured and realized that fighting and
misbehavior are not solutions to
problems. They became more engaged in school and started to believe
in themselves. Cassius and Micah discovered a passion for extracurricular
activities. Kenny, a foster child, figured out that school was the most stable force in an otherwise unstable life.
Dyett, too, played a role in helping
the boys change course. A new school
administration swept in with a strategy
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CURBING DISCIPLINE AT DYETT
Dyett High School’s former principal,
Jacquelyn Lemon, was able to dramatically reduce suspensions of black male
students, bucking a districtwide trend.
She did so by embracing less punitive
approaches to discipline and bringing in
other supports for students.
SCHOOL SNAPSHOT

All high schools Dyett

Change in suspension rate
between 2006 and 2008 +30% -36%
Average ACT score in 2008

17.3

14.4

Black male students

23%

52%

Source: Catalyst Chicago analysis of Illinois
State Board of Education data

to improve the school climate and institute less punitive discipline. Outside
funding brought in a mentor, Cornelius
Ellen, who gave the boys hope by telling
them that they could go to college—
and proving that he was for real.
RESEARCH HAS FOUND THAT 9TH GRADE is
a pivotal, make-or-break time for students. Few who veer off-track, by missing too many days or failing too many
classes, get back on the path to graduation. At Dyett, in Washington Park,
more than 60 percent of black male
students are not on track to graduate.
Cassius, Micah and Kenny veered
off-track and describe 9th grade as a
tough year. Personal issues weighed
heavily on their minds. They were
too young to know how to deal with
the pressures and school had little
relevance.

Cassius recalls being bored in
school. Outside, the streets seemed
much more tantalizing. He found
friends, and they played football and
basketball together and gave themselves a name, Clean Inn. In their teen
slang, the name meant going full throttle into sports or some other activity—
“going clean in,” as Cassius says.
They also fought together. Cassius
got suspended three times and developed a bad reputation. His name
topped a list of leaders of Clean Inn,
which Dyett’s former principal
pegged as a gang.
Kenyatta Butler-Stansberry, who
was the assistant principal at Dyett before taking over the helm at Harper, is
quick to defend the label. “These boys
have to understand that if you go
around fighting together as a pack, then
that is want you are, a gang,” she says.
Every time one of the boys got into
a fight, all of them would get called
down to the school office.
Cassius insists Clean Inn is not a
gang, which he defines as a group that
is organized to sell drugs. But they do
stand by each other, he adds, acting as
brothers for each other because some
of the boys don’t have strong families.
Kenny is one of those boys. When
he was 5, child welfare officials took
him from his mother. He bounced
around in the system and eventually
landed with one foster mother for
seven years. But in 7th grade, when he
was 12, he was taken from the woman’s
home. Officials told him it was because
she wasn’t paying her electricity bill

and had her service cut off.
The day he left that foster mother’s
house, Kenny cried. “I thought she
loved me,” he says. He then went to
live with his current foster mother,
whom he still struggles to get along
with. “We don’t see eye to eye,” he says.
“I have been on my own for so long
that it is hard for me to listen to her.” At
school, he got little support from his
9th-grade teachers, Kenny recalls. It
might not have made much difference,
he says now, but it would have been
nice if they had reached out more.
Clean Inn became Kenny’s family,
and he was quick to fight to defend
himself or his friends. Eventually, he,
too, was pegged as a leader and troublemaker. That view became a self-fulfilling prophecy. Kenny got suspended
more times than he could count.
Some of his friends shrugged it off
when they got suspended, but it was always a bad deal for Kenny, who says his
foster mother then wouldn’t let him in
the house. So he hung out at a friend’s
house if he could, or just walked the
streets. If he couldn’t go to a friend’s
house and it was too cold to be outside,
he hid in his foster mother’s hallway.
“I felt sad,” Kenny says now. “I felt
like I didn’t have a home.”
Micah says he was “a mess” in his
first year of high school. He is good
friends with Kenny and Cassius, but
he didn’t join Clean Inn.
When Micah was 14, the death of
his elderly father sent him reeling. “He
was my everything,” Micah says. “I
thought he would be around forever.”

Micah Williams plays his drums for a Black History Month concert. He signed up for beginning band in his senior year, took to music immediately and composed a piece that he and his
band teacher played at the concert. [Photo by Jason Geil]
He and his mother were not in a
good place. In the midst of moving to
a new apartment in Englewood,
Micah and his mother got into intense fights and she became abusive,
he says, to the point where he was
scared to sleep in the house. He was
angry and frequently got into trouble
at school, since he was ready to throw
a punch at the slightest threat.
“As I was growing up, everyone
told me I wasn’t going to do nothing
with my life,” Micah says. “That is
why, for a long time, I did nothing.
Everyone who would see me—my
mother, even some of my teachers
freshman year—would tell me that I
am not going to amount to anything.”
Micah, Cassius and Kenny say
Dyett administrators seemed quick
to find reasons to suspend them
when they were sent to the office. The
police also had a strong presence in
the school, and the threat of being ar-

rested was yet another reason for the
boys to stay away.
Youth advocates say that the strong
police presence in some schools, and
the arrests of students, is another big
problem. CPS and Chicago Police Department officials say they do not keep
data on how many students are arrested at schools and denied a Catalyst
Chicago Freedom of Information Act
request for the information.
The Advancement Project, a national racial justice advocacy group
based in Washington, D.C., found that
8,000 students were arrested in CPS in
2003. They partnered with the local
Southwest Youth Collaborative to
compile the data, by having teens go
to police headquarters to scour
records and come up with the figures.
IN THE BOYS’ SOPHOMORE YEAR, Dyett got
a new principal, Jacquelyn Lemon,
who came to the conclusion that the

high number of arrests, suspensions
and expulsions at the school didn’t
make any sense. “Especially for
African-American males, it is often a
straight path to jail,” says Lemon.
That same year, the local nonprofit
Grand Boulevard Federation won a
grant to implement a program called
Education to Success at Dyett High
School, which was targeted at black
boys. The grant paid to bring in Cornelius Ellen to run the program, and
required that the school adopt a strategy called restorative justice, in which
students are taught why their misbehavior is wrong and how to make
amends. A peer jury was started, and
a peace room was set aside as a place
for students to go to talk over conflicts—or just take a deep breath
when they were stressed or upset.
Lemon also brought in a new attitude that complemented restorative justice. She leaned toward giving

students another chance and talking to them to show new ways to
handle conflict.
Micah says the halls became quieter and fewer students got into fights.
Cassius says the school became
more people-focused. Lemon didn’t
call the police immediately when
trouble erupted, and that made a difference too. “She knows the students,” Cassius says. “She learned our
names, and not just our name, but
what matters to us. There is more [of]
a homey feeling.”
For Kenny, the new approach was a
saving grace. He desperately wanted to
stop getting into fights, something that
he is still struggling to accomplish. “It
seems like I am lost; I am so used to
fighting, so used to doing what I want
to do,” he says. Lemon’s approach
meant that school became the one
place he could count on for support.
Cassius also found a sanctuary in
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Reaching Black Boys

Cassius Rodriguez looks through his binder of college and scholarship essays and applications. In early May, he was still considering his
options for college and hoped to win a football scholarship. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
school that year. He’d always enjoyed
playing football in the park, throwing
the ball around with his buddies and
older brother. Sophomore year he took
a chance and tried out for the team.
Dyett is a smaller high school, with
fewer than 600 students, and most of
the time the stands are all but empty
during football games. But even in the
absence of cheers, on chilly fall nights,
Cassius fell in love and started to
dream of “taking football to the next
level”—to at least college or beyond.
“Football is what kept me interested in school,” says Cassius, whose
broad shoulders and sturdy frame fit
his position as a defensive lineman.
Micah also played football, but it
was a change in his personal life that
made the difference for him. His father
had 12 children, many of whom Micah
didn’t know. Yet in the wake of his father’s death, some began reaching out
to him, the baby of the brood. One
brother was a 50-year-old steelworker
married to a nurse. They had a nice
house and a quiet life in Washington
Heights. They could see that Micah was
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having a hard time, so when his mom
moved to a south suburb to get away
from a bad landlord, they suggested
that Micah move in with them. Though
his mother was furious, Micah accepted his brother’s invitation.
With his home life now calmer,
Micah began getting to school on
time and paying more attention once
he got there.
ONCE THE BOYS MADE IT to their senior

year, they still didn’t have much of a
clue about next steps. No one talked
to them much about their future,
they recall. And secretly, they
doubted whether they had many opportunities. “I didn’t think I had any
options,” Kenny says.
Their outlook began to change one
day last fall when Ellen sat down next to
them in the lunchroom. Ellen had
chatted with Micah, Kenny and Cassius
a bit during their junior year and knew
their reputations and their past. Still,
Ellen saw something beyond the story
on their transcripts. He, too, had been
a teen from the same neighborhood.

Now, at 30, he remembered how it felt
to be a young black man looking at the
world from 51st Street and Martin
Luther King Drive, feeling intimated by
the forces of the world beyond.
“I am just like them,” Ellen says.
Eventually, he earned a bachelor’s degree from Chicago State University and
is now finishing work on a master’s degree. He felt it was his duty to tell the
boys that if they listened to him, he
could help them follow the same path.
In addition to talking with the boys
about their future, Ellen also talked to
them about life. On weekday afternoons and Saturdays, he and Kenneth
Davis, the school’s restorative justice
coordinator, took the boys out. Sometimes, it was a trip to a restaurant. Other
times, they took them bowling or to
the movies. Ellen, a laid-back guy with
dreads who usually wears blue jeans
and an untucked dress shirt, says the
outings showed the boys that black
men can hang out together, doing positive things and laughing and growing.
Still, getting the boys into college
would not be easy. After failing so many

courses in their freshman and sophomore years, Micah and Cassius had to
enroll in evening classes to graduate.
They dreaded the extra work, but
signed up anyway. Kenny was so far
behind that he would have to finish in
an alternative school after June.
But Ellen and Davis refused to give
up on him. They tried to find him jobs
and showed him college catalogs,
telling him not to let a few classes
stand in the way of his future.
With Ellen’s prodding, Micah and
Cassius spent lunchtime and study periods in the computer lab, filling out
applications, writing essays and making
sure their financial aid forms were
ready. One disappointment came when
they got their ACT scores. They each
got a 16, well below the 20 students
need to get into a selective college.
In November, they were still unsure that college would really happen. Micah was looking into trade
schools to become a mechanic or a
computer technician in case he didn’t get into college.
Cassius was even more indecisive.
He quietly said that if he didn’t get an
offer to play football in college, he
wasn’t sure he would go. “School is
really boring to me,” he said then. “If
I can’t play football, I don’t think it will
be interesting enough.”
As an alternative, Cassius was
thinking about joining the military.
But he was sure about one thing: He
didn’t want to stay in the neighborhood. He saw other young black men
around him, going nowhere fast. His
older brother, at 22, was unemployed
and aimless. His younger brother was
supposed to be attending Dyett, but
barely showed up.
One gray day, Cassius said that
while he was in school, he was sure
his younger brother and many of the
guys he started high school with were
standing on 47th Street, dealing drugs.
“I can’t stay here,” Cassius said. “All I
would do is get in trouble or get killed.”
Davis and Ellen listened to Cassius’ trepidation. They say they understood his fear and urged him to
push through it.
They also told Cassius and Micah
that when they go to college, they will
have a safety net. Ellen and Davis
have built up a network of friends and
fraternity brothers who can be available for the students at the colleges

they targeted for the boys.
Still, when talking about college,
the boys sounded anxious. They each
received rejection letters, shattering
their already tenuous confidence.
Midway through the year, Micah
and Cassius went to visit Tuskegee
University in Alabama with Ellen,
Davis and other students. Cassius and
Micah had interviews with admissions officers. “If I do get accepted, it
will be on probation,” Micah said.
Cassius went to Tuskegee with a
copy of his football tape tucked into his
bag. At high schools with big-time sport
programs, coaches shop their players’
tapes to prospective college coaches
and from day one, show them the steps
to take to get picked up. But Dyett doesn’t have an established football program, or many college-goers, so it falls
on the athletes to market themselves.
For Cassius, this proved difficult.
Davis and Ellen introduced Cassius
to the coach at Tuskegee and urged
Cassius to hand the coach his tape. But
Cassius just shook his hand and didn’t
say a word. Later, Cassius said that he
learned a valuable lesson. “You have to
take matters into your own hands. You
can’t wait for others to do it for you.”
Still, Cassius and Micah were impressed with Tuskegee and couldn’t
stop talking about it. They had been
worried about encountering racism in
the South, but were surprised to find
the people so friendly. And they loved
the Southern food. Even the dorm’s
cafeteria food was delicious, they said.
Still, they could do nothing but wait
to see if they would be accepted at
Tuskegee or another college. So for a
few months, they focused on the tedium of homework and evening school.
Micah had found another outlet,
too. He signed up for band class, where
he picked up drum sticks and immediately took to playing. He learned to read
and write music, and stayed after
school to practice every chance he got.
For the school’s Black History Month
program, he and the band teacher performed one of his own compositions.
THEN, ONE SATURDAY IN MARCH, it hap-

pened. Micah came in from hanging
out with friends and found a thick envelope sitting on the kitchen table in
his brother’s house. Inside was his acceptance letter from Tuskegee.
His brother and sister-in-law were

Kenny Rainey attended Dyett through the end of his senior year, but didn’t have enough credits to graduate and plans to earn his diploma
at an alternative school. He also has a job lined up at a community organization. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
thrilled. Micah wished his dad were
there to hear the news. “On my mom’s
side, I will be the first one to go to college. On my dad’s side, I have a sister
who lives in California who went.”
When he went to school the next
week, he wore a gray Tuskegee t-shirt
and a blue-and- white argyle sweater
that he had bought on his visit to the
school. Micah stood out among the
other students, who wore Dyett’s maroon-shirt-and-khaki-pants uniform.
If anyone asked, he proudly announced why he was dressed so differently. “I never thought I would go to
college. I never really thought about it.”
Cassius, too, was accepted into
Tuskegee. But a few weeks before
graduation, he still seemed hesitant
about enrolling. Cassius says his parents are proud of him, but Ellen
notes that Cassius has been disappointed at his parent’s lackluster response and pegs it as a factor in Cassius’ own lack of enthusiasm.
One spring weekend, Tuskegee
hosted a banquet in Chicago for seniors who will be attending the univer-

sity. Cassius and Micah got dressed
up and attended, but no members of
their families did.
Cassius got a bumper sticker for
his dad and wondered out loud if he
would put it on his car. A few days
later, Cassius says his dad didn’t want
it. “Something about he was going to
get a new car soon,” he says softly.
Kenny was on the sidelines as his
two friends make college plans. As
June rolled around, he faced an uncertain path. At 18, he will no longer
have to stay with his foster mother
and hopes to stay with his father, with
whom he has never lived. Kenny was
also desperate for a job, and wanted
to enroll in an alternative school so he
could get his diploma.
Within earshot of Kenny, Ellen
said that he believes in him, that he’s
a natural leader who can use this
skill to bring about positive behavior. “He is very intelligent. He is a
tall, handsome black man, who can
fend for himself,” Ellen says.
By mid-June, Ellen reported that
Kenny had found a prospective job

with a community organization called
MAGIC.
Ellen, however, faced the prospect
of job-hunting. The Grand Boulevard
Foundation grant that paid for his position had run out, and Dyett’s new
principal, Robert McMiller, was still
trying to find money in his budget to
pick up Ellen’s salary. McMiller supports the school’s new approach.
(Lemon left Dyett to become the principal of the new Chicago Talent Development High School slated to
open this fall in West Garfield Park.)
Kenny says he’s been thinking a lot
about his future lately, wishing that
he hadn’t lived so much in the moment. He used to wear a big, rock-like
faux-diamond earring. But he has
taken it out because someone told
him it was unprofessional.
“It is kind of hard to say what I will be
doing next year or two years from now,”
he says. “I don't know how to feel about
everything. Time just went too fast.”
Tell us what you think. Comment on this story
at www.catalyst-chicago.org.
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Reaching Black Boys: Ryerson Elementary

A place of their own
Engaging activities and an all-boys’ class helped Ryerson’s new principal cut suspensions of black males
By Sarah Karp

W

hen Lorenzo Russell
walked
into
West
Garfield Park’s Ryerson
Elementary School in
2007, the impeccably dressed, softspoken man got a sinking feeling.
The walls were pale beige and had
no bulletin boards. The hallways
were noisy and chaotic. Stretched
across one wall were old class pictures in wood frames, many showing boys with bowl cuts and girls
with blond ponytails. The pictures
were an obvious disconnect from
the students—most of them black,
save for one or two Latinos.
Those were the surface impressions. When he sat down to look at
the data, Russell was struck by deeper problems. Most other elementary
schools were making academic
gains, but Ryerson was not. Just 40
percent of the students met or
exceeded state academic standards.
Russell found another sign of dysfunction: The former principal had
suspended and expelled black boys
at three times the district average.
So Russell set two goals: “To offer
a good education and to eliminate
the extra drama of the fighting and
the stealing and the behavior issues.”
Elementary principals, in particular, have received little guidance on
how to reverse the trend of tough
discipline. In 2006, the district
scrapped zero tolerance and shifted
toward support of restorative justice,
a strategy that relies on teaching students what they did wrong and how
they should make amends for misbehavior. But restorative justice—to
the degree that it is being used at
all—is found mainly in high schools.
For elementary schools, district
administrators have said they want
to bring in more social and emotional programs to help students improve
their behavior. But so far, these programs are mostly pilot initiatives.
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REVERSING A TREND
Ryerson Elementary, a predominantly
black, high-poverty school, has cut
suspensions and expulsions and raised
test scores in recent years. The new
principal, Lorenzo Russell, has been
working to curb harsh discipline with a
variety of strategies, including an allboys class and extracurricular activities.
Difference from 2006 to 2008
AT RYERSON ...
Black boys suspended
-19%

All students suspended

-12%

Black boys expelled

-57%

All students expelled

-43%

ISAT composite, black boys

+24

Source: Suspensions and expulsions are from a
Catalyst Chicago analysis of Illinois State
Board of Education data. ISAT data are from
the school’s State Report Card.

Even savvy principals have
found that lowering suspensions is
a complex, difficult task that entails
balancing the need for order
against the desire to help children
who may be acting out because
they are hurt or frustrated.
Russell has had some success on
this front by improving the school
environment and prodding teachers
to change their mindset about how
they relate to students. Suspensions
of African-American boys at Ryerson
have declined about 20 percent.
RUSSELL’S MAIN EXPERIMENT—and the

focus of his doctoral dissertation—is
taking place on the third floor at
Ryerson. Here, Yvonne German’s 6thgraders are going over their morning
essay. The twist: The class is all boys.
Russell believes that boys tend to act
out more as they get to middle
school, and is betting that giving
them a place all their own, where
they don’t have to impress girls,
might help curb misbehavior.
Initially, Russell wanted a male
teacher for the class, preferably a
black male whom the boys could

identify with and look up to. But
staffing issues made that impossible,
and Russell concluded that as long as
other black men—including himself
and his assistant principal—were
around to serve as positive role models, a good woman teacher could do
the job. Cultural understanding, Russell says, is more important than a
teacher’s race or gender.
So he approached German to
take on the class, thinking that her
personal style—she’s a hyperactive
woman, half-drill sergeant and halfcheerleader, and the mother of a
teenage boy—would be a good fit.
On this spring day, Russell’s hypothesis appears to be on the mark.
“Captains, you have nine seconds
to collect the papers,” German’s
voice rings loudly, above the din of
scraping chair legs and boys shifting
in their seats. She directs the lesson
along swiftly, in seconds rather than
minutes, to keep the boys engaged
and give them little or no time to
misbehave. Research has shown that
boys tend to learn better in fastpaced, dynamic classrooms.
German has also set up pods,
groups of four to five students led by
a “captain” who is responsible for
collecting papers, choosing a group
member to answer questions out
loud and making sure that everyone
stays on task. The pods compete
against each other for points, and
the winners periodically get rewards,
like pizza parties or field trips. The
strategy picks up on other research
that shows giving boys leadership
roles and having them monitor each
other is a good tactic for learning.
German tried the setup at the
beginning of the year, but the boys
were too excitable to sit closely
together. By mid-year, they had gotten used to her and to each other
and had calmed down. “I tried it
again and it is working beautifully,”
German says.
Today, the captains pass out mag-

azines and German asks the class to
look at an article. “What do you think
this article is about? What is the skill
we are learning this week?” she asks,
ignoring any twisting and turning in
the seats. “We are learning how to
make predictions.”
When two girls walk in to deliver a
note to German, the boys move
around more and talk. German rolls
her eyes and responds swiftly. “The
minute girls walk into the room, you
get off track,” she says. “Now come
on. I want to hear some predictions.
Group One, impress me.”
“Impress me, don’t depress me,”
is German’s motto. At the suggestion
of an article that Russell gave her, she
first tried using a commonly heard
phrase, “Man up,” but scrapped it—
it didn’t sound quite right coming
from a woman. She relies on male
staff in other areas. The gym teacher
talks weekly to the class, and a male
counselor recently held a series of
sessions on becoming a man.
Children in 6th grade are normally at all stages of development, and
this is especially true in German’s
class because four of the boys have
been retained. One of them, Arthur,
is stocky and tall, and looks awkward
as he tries to stretch his legs underneath the squat student desk. German says she has seen positive
changes in him. Last year he was
suspended three times, but this year,
he doesn’t get angry as quickly and is
more willing to participate in class.
Although German has not had
specific training on teaching boys,
Russell sent her to a conference on
differentiated instruction, figuring
that it would help her come up with
ideas for teaching boys at a wide
range of skill levels. He’s also quick
to pass along articles on how teachers have been successful with lowincome youngsters. In fact, German
teases Russell about all the articles
that wind up in her mailbox. “They
help,” she says.

Sixth-graders in an all-boys class at Ryerson Elementary on the West Side present their work to classmates. Their teacher uses various strategies, such as class presentations, to keep the
boys actively engaged in lessons and curb misbehavior. For mix-up day during the school’s Spirit Week, some students are wearing mismatched shoes. [Photo by Cristina Rutter]
Still, the job is not easy. “Some
days, they try my nerves,” she says of
her class. “Some days I lose my cool.”
And some days she has to drink Red
Bull to keep her energy as high as
that of her students.
German hesitates to declare the
class a success until there is evidence
of academic improvement. There’s a
steep hill to climb on this front. As
5th-graders, fewer than 40 percent of
the boys performed at grade level.
And more than half—15 of 26 students—are either repeating a grade,
in special education or in schoolbased problem solving, a stopgap

measure in which teachers document steps they have taken to help
students before referring them to be
tested for learning disabilities.
But she and Russell note some
positive results. At the start of the
school year, there were a few fights,
but it has been months since she’s
had to break one up. She now rarely
sends students to the office. And a
certain level of trust has built up.
One boy whispers to her that he is
in a bad mood today and doesn’t
feel like working with anyone, so
German allows him to move his
desk and sit by himself.

German has settled into her role
and appears perfectly in charge of
the class this day. When she asks
about predictions, the groups talk
among themselves to come up with
the answer, looking at the title and
pictures for clues. “I predict this story will be about people, lemons and
oranges,” one student offers. “He
gets a point for that,” German says.
“Who wants to add to it?” Other
hands go up quickly.
Next, German has the boys read
the story out loud. Some boys who
are not strong readers were reluc-

TACKLING ANGER MANAGEMENT
Last year, a third of all students at
Sherman Elementary in New City were
suspended at least once. Principal
Lionel Allen says tough discipline was
necessary when he came in to turn
around the school three years ago. But
Allen says he realizes putting students
out of school is not a productive strategy, and he now aims to lower the suspension rate. One strategy is an anger
management group for boys, some as
young as kindergarten. For more on
Sherman’s efforts, go to our web site:
www.catalyst-chicago.org.

Continued on page 15
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Reaching Black Boys: Teachers

Searching for role models
Research shows that black men can be powerful classroom role models for black boys, but principals
come up short when looking for candidates
By John Myers

FEWER BLACK MALES TEACHING
Research suggests African-American boys benefit from having mentors with similar
backgrounds, but in CPS, the opportunities for such mentoring are shrinking as the
percentage of black
PERCENTAGE OF BLACK MALE TEACHERS IN CPS BY YEAR
male teachers steadily
declines. Nationally,
15
High schools
Elementaries
black men comprise
12.1%
about 2 percent of
10
the K-12 teaching
9.8%
force, while 15
4.7%
percent of students
5
are black. Nearly half
4.0%
of CPS students are
0
African American.
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2009

Note: Data for 2008 could not be obtained.
Source: CPS Department of Human Resources

TEACHERS FOR TROUBLED SCHOOLS
Judging by the data, principals at schools that struggle the most to raise the
performance of black boys are seeking out black men to teach. And black men are
far more likely to be teaching in predominantly black schools.
HIGH-SUSPENSION SCHOOLS
Schools with suspension rates for black boys that are ...

Percent of black male teachers in ...
Elementaries
High Schools

Below the city average (less than 24 percent)
Above the city average (24 percent or more)

3.4%
5.2%

8.6%
10.0%

STRUGGLING SCHOOLS
Schools with ...
No black male teachers
Above-average number of black male teachers

Percent of black
boys passing ISAT

54%
49%

ISAT gap between black
boys and other classmates

13 pts
14 pts

PREDOMINANTLY BLACK SCHOOLS
Schools that are ...
Predominantly black (more than 70%)
20 to 70% black
Less than 20% black

Percent of black male teachers

11%
5%
2%

Source: Catalyst Chicago analysis of data from CPS Department of Human Resources and State Report Card

ON THE WEB: TEACHING TECH SKILLS
Many boys love technology and music. Mentors in the Digital Youth
Network capitalize on that interest and connect multimedia skills to
academic lessons. Go to www.catalyst-chicago.org.
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O

ne in four CPS students is
an African-American boy,
but just one in 16 teachers
is an African-American
man. And the percentage of black
male teachers is on a downward
spiral, creating a teaching gap
despite evidence that AfricanAmerican boys benefit from the
presence of male role models with
similar backgrounds.
“We know that to really teach
black kids, we need some black
teachers,” says Marvin Lynn, an
expert on minority teachers and an
associate professor at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Some
research, he adds, has established a
clear link between higher test
scores and students and teachers
sharing gender and race.
“Teaching really is about relationships, caring,” Lynn adds. “It’s about
communicating in healthy ways
with students. And it’s also about
content knowledge. But knowledge
in the absence of all the other things
is not going to be effective.”
In communities of color, such
relationships may have special significance. An often-cited 1997 survey
by researcher Clifton Casteel found
that white students typically name
their parents as the adults they try to
please most with school work, but
African-American students are more
likely to name their teachers.
Nationally, and in CPS, the lack
of black male teachers is particularly acute in elementary schools.
Theorists have identified a host of
reasons, from stereotypes that peg
teaching as a woman’s profession to
fears among men that parents and
administrators who hire black male
teachers will see them as potential
threats to children.
Yet black men may be needed
most in elementary schools. Lynn

says new research suggests that boys
are falling behind early in their
schooling, since elementary schools
tend to reward conformity and quieter personalities, qualities that girls
are more likely to exhibit.
“Men are more likely to understand the need boys have to be outspoken or their need to move
around,” Lynn explains.
Black boys may also need to see
more examples of successful professionals who look like them. As
Eric Carlton, president of Banner
Schools, an alternative schools
group in Chicago, puts it: “With
African-American males, there are
not enough positive role models
that say school is the place to be.
There are not enough opportunities for black boys to look in the
mirror and say ‘I like who I see, and
I like who I am.’”
Lynn believes this larger issue
may play a central role in the shortage of black male teachers: Black
boys end up bypassing an education career because they do not see
enough black men in the classroom. He and others—including
Nancy Slavin, the CPS officer for
recruitment and workforce planning—say colleges of education
need to step up their recruiting.
Slavin says Chicago has had some
success on this front through alternative certification programs,
although she concedes that the district still needs more candidates.
In New York, the Schott Foundation is trying to build up the candidate pool through its Teachers As
Leaders initiative, part of the foundation’s overall effort to address the
achievement gap for black boys. New
York lags behind Chicago, but not by
much: Black men comprise just 4.4
percent of the city’s teaching force,
compared to 5.7 percent in Chicago.
The Schott program, run through the
city’s community colleges, has

already provided scholarships to 35
aspiring teachers and will add
another 80 this year.
CATALYST CHICAGO’S ANALYSIS shows

that African-American males are
more likely to be teaching in lowerperforming and predominantly black
Chicago schools.
However, Lynn cautions against
misinterpreting the data to conclude
that black male teachers are lagging
when it comes to teaching black
boys. Rather, black males may be
landing jobs at lower-performing
schools because principals at highperforming schools stereotype their
abilities, or because principals at
struggling black schools are looking
to hire black male teachers.
Several principals tell Catalyst
that they do actively seek out black
men—and come up against the
shortage first-hand.
Cheryl Armstrong-Belt at Miles
Davis Academy, a recently launched
magnet school in Englewood, says
black men accounted for just five of
the 125 teacher applicants she
received last year. She hired two,
including Curtis Bynum, the school’s
new social science teacher.
Bynum says he left Murray Language Academy in Hyde Park for the
challenge of teaching in a poorer,
higher-needs community. Many of

RYERSON continued from page 13
tant to read in front of their classmates at the start of the year. But
now all the boys get right to it.
When one of them stumbles on a
word, someone else in his pod quietly tells him what it is. No one stutters. No one laughs.
A CLASSROOM LIKE GERMAN’S, with a
high tolerance for noise and activity,
is one strategy for bringing down the
suspension rate for boys.
Russell also has told teachers that
part of their job is good classroom
management, and he expects them
to understand that acting out may be
a reflection of a student having a bad
day at home. Russell adds that he
inherited a lot of veteran teachers
who initially resisted this idea.

his coworkers turn to him for help
when disciplining boys, he says. Several of the boys in Bynum’s class
describe him as “friendly,” “fun” and
“supportive”—qualities revered by
researchers like Lynn.
In March, Bynum’s 7th-grade
classroom happened to include two
8th-graders, who were—according
to their own assessment—“avoiding
suspension” by skipping their math
class on the day a substitute was in
charge. Bynum says a substitute
would have struggled with the boys,
who had already been suspended
multiple times, and he volunteered
to take them into his class to keep
them out of trouble.
While Bynum focuses on his lesson on Mesopotamian culture, the
boys avoid schoolwork but play quietly on the computer. Little learning
took place, but Bynum says the boys
at least avoided being suspended.
According to some research, more
suspensions increase the odds that
boys will eventually drop out of
school entirely.
Two years ago, Catalyst reported
on Principal Terrence Carter’s
stepped-up efforts to hire black
men at Barton Elementary. (See
February 2007 issue.) At the time,
Carter had at least one male
teacher at each grade; at 7th and
8th grade, he had five.

Now Carter is down to one black
male, and reports that one left to
become a principal, others left for
the suburbs and some quit teaching
altogether to take jobs with more
lucrative pay.
Similarly, Shayne Evans, an
African American who has earned a
reputation for effective teaching at
the University of Chicago’s Woodson South Charter School, is being
promoted to director of the charter
network’s high school campus in
Woodlawn.
Woodson’s teaching staff is nearly one-third black men, and Evans
believes other schools could do the
same, even given the shortage of

“We had to change the mindset to
let teachers know it is a new day at
Ryerson,” he says.
Russell’s other strategies are more
touchy-feely, though he would say
just as important. He had a mural
painted in the front entrance. He had
bulletin boards mounted near each
classroom, and the boards are covered with students’ work. He gave
the upper-grade students their own
uniform, to show that they were on
their way to high school. And he
mandated that teachers take their
children on field trips.
“Our students need to see the
world outside this community,” says
Russell, who grew up in Austin.
Extracurricular activities are an
important part of the mix. The building bubbles with activity once school
is out. In the library, guitar lessons

are taking place. Down the hall, the
choir sings and the praise dance
team practices. In the gym, the basketball team shoots free throws. Students can only participate in these
activities if they earn a 2.0 GPA and
stay out of trouble.
Arthur says the school is much
different now. The halls are quieter
and the students are more serious,
he says.
“Ever since Mr. Russell got here,
we have been more disciplined,” he
says. “Students used to think they
could do whatever they want. Now
the principal does something about
it. They call the house and put you in
detention or suspension.” Russell
has set clear boundaries and does
not waver from suspending students
for serious infractions, such as injuring another student in a fight.

KEY RESEARCH






Thomas Dee’s “Teachers, Race and
Student Achievement in a Randomized
Experiment” finds academic gains
where students and teachers share the
same race and gender.
Marvin Lynn’s “African-American Male
Teachers and ‘The Education of
Children Whose Nightmares Occur
both Day and Night’” reviews the small
but growing literature on black male
teachers.
Chance Lewis’ “African-American
Male Teachers in Public Schools: An
Examination of Three Urban School
Districts” suggests recruitment tips
based on a survey of 147 black male
teachers in Louisiana.

candidates, if motivated.
In Evans’ view, teachers must
establish trusting yet demanding
relationships with all students. He
says research on Chicago schools
has shown that where trust and
mutual respect is high between
administrators, teachers and parents, schools excel. “That must also
go down to teachers and students,”
he adds.
But trust can be difficult to establish, especially with black boys who
have been bombarded with stereotypes and negative media portrayals
all their lives. Evans says male teachers can offset the problem, but ultimately all teachers need to demand
more from black boys and expect
excellence.
“Mainstream society, either by
neglect or by design, has consistently said that African-American
men are not intelligent,” he says.
“You have to create a counter narrative.” To that end, he carefully picks
books for his students that challenge the stereotypes, such as the
Malcolm X biography.
Says Evans, “Students are
extremely smart, and they know
when you believe in them and when
you do not.”
Tell us what you think. Comment on this story
at www.catalyst-chicago.org.

At first, Arthur says he was upset
at being in an all-boys class. But now,
he says he’s less distracted and takes
education seriously. This year, he got
an A in math, but still struggles in
science, social studies and reading.
But the real change is that he no
longer gets in as much trouble. In the
past, Arthur says, he was suspended
so many times he lost count. “Mostly
for stupid stuff, talking back, playing,
yelling in the halls,” he says.
Now, Arthur says, he’s found
something he enjoys and doesn’t
want to have it taken from him. For
some boys, that might be football
or basketball. But for Arthur, it’s the
choir that Russell started. Arthur
loves to sing.
Tell us what you think. Comment on this story
at www.catalyst-chicago.org.
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Reaching Black Boys: Athletics

Coaching students
North Lawndale’s powerhouse basketball team
relies on a coach who goes the extra mile to mentor
his players. The district needs more coaches like
him, but finding candidates is tough.
By John Myers

P

aul Bunch, a 6’11” junior at
North Lawndale College Prep
Charter School, blocks a lot of
shots for the city’s top basketball team. The trouble is, he’s
rarely on the court.
“Paul is our main guy that struggles academically,” says his coach,
Lewis Thorpe, who considers it part
of the job to keep Paul on track
whether he’s playing or not. Thorpe
once found his starting center lounging at home just before a game—Paul
had failed to get his school work in
order that week and, knowing he
would be benched because of the
school’s strict guidelines on athletic
eligibility, had decided to settle in for
a nap. In Thorpe’s view, Paul was
shirking his duty, and he roused the
young man out of bed and into his
best street clothes so he could support the team from the sidelines.
Going the extra mile with his
players is par for the course for Thorpe, even if it means pulling a player
out of bed, housing him when the
boy’s home is in chaos or working
diligently with a teacher to head off a
team member’s behavioral and academic problems before they go viral.
Researchers say coaches like
Thorpe can have dramatically positive effects on the lives of studentathletes, especially young men who
live in gritty urban neighborhoods
like North Lawndale, where life is too
often marred by fatherless families,
violence and economic decline.
And organized athletics can provide a sense of structure and discipline for youngsters. “There’s a point
when you realize that stability is really the beginning point of academic
achievement,” says Dan Lebowitz,
executive director of Sports in Socie-
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ty, a Boston-based sports research
and advocacy group.
Zillijan Jones, one of the better students on Thorpe’s squad, wrote his
senior thesis on how extracurricular
activities keep students engaged in
school. Describing his thesis, he says:
“It gives you more of a social status.
And when you have a social status,
you don’t mind coming to school.
Extracurricular activities make you
popular, and kids don’t want to miss
school when they’re popular.”
As mentors and, in some cases,
surrogate fathers, coaches like Thor-

ACADEMICS-SPORTS CONNECTION
Almost one in four CPS students—
about 100,000 altogether—play
extracurricular sports. Doing so pays off
academically, with athletes performing
better on indicators that strongly
correlate with graduation: attendance
and grades. Some national studies
suggest that the benefits of sports—
such as a greater sense of discipline,
higher self-esteem and even better
cognitive development—are heightened
for low-income and minority children.
Eligibility rules can become motivators
also. When Urban Prep Charter recently
applied its eligibility rules to intramural
basketball, tardiness dropped
precipitously, from nearly 65 infractions
a day to just a dozen, the school’s
disciplinarian reports.
HOW ATHLETES COMPARE

Days absent

GPA

All athletes

14.9

2.66

All non-athletes

22.7

2.24

All male athletes

15.7

2.44

All male non-athletes

23.8

1.97

Black male athletes

17.6

2.17

Male basketball players

16.0

2.25

Note: 2006 data—the latest available.
Source: CPS Sports Administration

pe can play a key role in motivating
black boys to work hard in the classroom as well as on the basketball
court or football field.
But finding effective coaches isn’t
easy. (In March, reports surfaced of
the widespread use of corporal punishment in the city’s sports programs.
Despite hundreds of allegations, CPS
officials reported firing just 26 staff
members for hitting, paddling or
otherwise physically abusing students between 2003 and 2008.)
The district’s top sports administrator, Calvin Davis, wants to beef up
training for current coaches and
attract high-caliber newcomers with
better pay. Coaches make $22 an
hour in addition to their salary as
teachers or other staff, but have a
cap on their working hours, an
arrangement that can cut into pay if
a coach works beyond the cap.
Instead, Davis faces the prospect of
severe budget cuts.
Davis says the district hopes to
finalize funding for a professional
development program to teach
coaches how to work on players’
character development. Overall,
however, too few teachers are among
the coaching ranks—roughly half,
with the rest security guards and other school personnel. Davis notes that
it’s easier for a teacher who coaches
to fully grasp the link between academics and sports, and schoolwork is
more likely to top the priority list.
MANY OF NORTH LAWNDALE’S PLAYERS,

including Paul, hardly know their
fathers, and they look to Thorpe—
“Pops,” as they call him—for much
more than basketball instruction.
The ability to earn the trust of
young black men, as Thorpe does, is
an important factor in closing the
achievement gap because trust
paves the way for teaching to take a
foothold, according to experts.
David Stovall, an assistant professor of education policy at the University of Illinois at Chicago, says that
effective teaching of young black
men begins with trust. Only then, he
says, will they respect and take

advice from a teacher.
Teenagers like Paul—a soft-spoken, reflective and ultra-polite young
man who kept largely quiet during a
team interview with Catalyst
Chicago—do not trust adults easily.
Largely estranged from his mother
and father, he was raised by his grandparents in Austin, says Paul’s favorite
teacher, Misuzu Miyashita, who
teaches English and classical literature. The young man was hit with a
series of troubles. After his grandfather and grandmother died—his
grandfather three years ago, and his
grandmother during Paul’s freshman
year—his aunt took custody of Paul
and moved the family to Oak Park.
But the long commute to school hurt
Paul’s attendance and the family
moved again to North Lawndale. It
was a chaotic year, and Thorpe
brought Paul into his home temporarily, giving him a much-needed
dose of structure and discipline. It’s an
extreme example of how Thorpe
keeps his players afloat academically,
says Miyashita.
“He spends so much time with
the students,” she says. “He is vigilant about checking on them. He is
on top of the grades. If I have problems with a student, I’ll send a quick
email and it’s usually taken care of
within 48 hours.”
Paul is bright and inquisitive,
Miyashita says, but his motivation to
attend school follows a dangerous
cycle: Every month or so, he misses
several days of school because of a
slight injury or illness. His grades
slip, and it’s time to alert Thorpe.
“I’m just lazy,” Paul says, admitting that school simply bores him.
But the support of teachers like
Miyashita, Thorpe’s extra attention
and the pressure to keep up his
grades for basketball keeps Paul
coming to school. Even though he
has been benched more than any of
his teammates, Paul nevertheless
says the school’s eligibility guidelines are fair. “It’s OK, because they
keep us in check,” he says.
Still, the close personal ties
between Thorpe and his players can

North Lawndale College Prep basketball coach Lewis Thorpe embraces two of his starters just before tip-off in a state tournament game. Despite an up-and-down season plagued by
academic ineligibility, the team captured the City League crown and placed third in the state’s Class 3A tournament. [Photo by Jason Geil]
create complications for the coach
when school officials consider yanking a player’s eligibility.
“It is very difficult when the
administration wants you to kind of
step back and let the kid do the
work,” says Thorpe. “But what they
must understand is that we have a
lot of students with low selfesteem. They’re from single-parent
homes, and they don’t have that
ability or the self-confidence to go
ask for the extra help.
“They’ve been hurt so many times
in their lives that it’s difficult to open
up and ask for help, because they’ve
been rejected so much,” he adds.
Thorpe understands the community and its challenges intimately.
Originally from downstate Macomb,
his family moved to North Lawndale

when he was a toddler, and Thorpe
eventually became a standout defensive player at Providence St. Mel. He
credits his coach there for inspiring
him to join the coaching ranks himself.
“I’ve always had a love for the
game, beyond the physical play,”
Thorpe says. “I wanted to look at the
psychology of the game. Providence
St. Mel taught me so much, because,
as a player, I had to go through what
the young men here go through. You
had to get the grades in order to play.
And I’ll tell you, when I was playing,
basketball was so important to me it
didn’t matter what they asked for, I
was going to get it.”
Before Thorpe came to North
Lawndale—as basketball coach, athletic director and health teacher—he
coached for a variety of teams,

including his high school alma
mater. Thorpe had played at Kendall
College, but quit basketball his junior year because he felt distracted
from his schoolwork.
That commitment to academics
permeates the Thorpe household.
Thorpe’s own sons, both of whom
play on North Lawndale’s team, are
top students. They’re encouraged to
compete academically as well as in
the game, and the refrigerator is a
stockpile of report cards and ‘A’
papers. Thorpe and his wife, both of
whom are college graduates, also
demand that homework is completed every night.
NORTH LAWNDALE ADMINISTRATORS take

a strict line on academics and athletics. Daily study hall is mandatory,

and in order to play, team members
must get four out of five of their
teachers to sign off weekly on a performance review. When players fall
short academically or behaviorally,
Thorpe works with teachers to hammer out an individual study plan or
other corrective action.
The rules are similar across CPS,
which requires athletes to have a
minimum 2.0 grade-point average in
the previous academic quarter and
earn passing marks in four classes
each week.
Thorpe takes up a sometimes
uncomfortable middle ground as
both an advocate and a disciplinarian
for his players. This year, he notes, has
been especially trying on that front,
although the Phoenix ended the season winning the city championship
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North Lawndale College Prep basketball coach Lewis Thorpe makes a substitution in the game and with a glance gauges his player’s confidence. Thorpe’s game time demeanor—relaxed
but no-nonsense—matches his off-court personality. [Photo by Jason Geil]
and placing third in the state tournament. In one very public blowup, allstate power forward Jonathan Mills
sued the school after missing games
for allegedly cheating on a math test.
“It’s been the most difficult season of my career,” Thorpe says flatly.
In one incident, player Jermaine
Winfield was shot in the leg during a
post-game scuffle in January. “We’ve
been through so much in one season. That’s something you go
through in a career.”
In one of the biggest heartbreaks of
the season, John Taylor, one of the
team’s most dynamic scorers, was
forced to miss a weekend of action
when he failed to get all of his teachers
to sign off on his eligibility forms on
time. The Phoenix had flown to Tampa
Bay, Florida for a tournament that was
heavily attended by top college scouts.
John, who has struggled with a
troubled home life and also lived
with Thorpe for a time, was passing
enough courses at the time, but his
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online grades did not reflect that
and, in an unfortunate confluence of
events, his teacher—whose wife had
just given birth—did not submit
grades for the week and could not be
immediately contacted to verify
John’s eligibility.
In the unfolding controversy,
Thorpe tried to manage perceptions
and told scouts that John was suffering from a minor injury. Either way,
scouts would question John’s potential and he missed a chance to prove
his talent by playing in front of basketball powerhouses such as Georgetown and the University of Florida.
“Everybody was asking why I’m
not playing,” John said later. “I said
it’s the coach’s decision because I
didn’t want to say I was ineligible.”
The Jonathan Mills scandal
erupted later in the season. The 6’5”
senior, headed to Midland Junior
College in Texas in the fall, lost his
eligibility for allegedly cheating on a
math test. His family sued North

Lawndale, and just hours before tipoff in a key game on March 10, Cook
County Circuit Court issued the family a partial victory and granted a
temporary restraining order that
cleared Jonathan for action in the
rest of the state tournament. The
lawsuit is still pending and the
school will not discuss the case.
Smart and gregarious, Jonathan
has struggled with eligibility. He scored
a 23 on the ACT, but his GPA fell during
a rudderless freshman year that began
at Crane Tech, and he has yet to bring
his GPA above 2.0. Jonathan is energetic and craves hands-on learning
activities, and admits his mind wanders during long lectures.
Still, his academic drift might well
have been worse if not for his basketball prowess and passion to play.
Thorpe calls Jonathan one of his alltime favorite athletes, tenacious and
hardworking.
Thorpe and his team obviously
want to win, although Thorpe insists

academics come first. Meanwhile,
John Taylor says he’s heard that
prospective players are turned off
when they see North Lawndale’s
stars sitting for poor grades. Yet, he
adds, these younger prospects need
to know “so that they’re prepared.”
John wants the 8th-graders who
play basketball at North Lawndale
during open gym hours to spend more
time with his coach. John has not yet
picked a college to attend next fall, but
he says his coach has worked hard to
find him a scholarship opportunity.
His grades have improved dramatically this year, and he credits Thorpe with
pushing him on that front. As for missing games for being ineligible, he says,
“It hurts, but it’s fair.”
His teammates sound a similar
refrain about the importance of Thorpe’s influence. Says Jonathan of his
coach, “We’re his kids. We’re his sons.”
Tell us what you think. Comment on this story
at www.catalyst-chicago.org.

Guest Column/David Stovall

Suspended because I ‘didn’t know
when to keep [my] mouth shut’
By David Stovall

F

rom kindergarten to 4th grade,
I had serious problems in
school. It started the day I
came home and told my father
that Columbus had discovered America, something that I had just learned
in school. Instead of being excited
about my “good news,” he had a reality check for me.
The following weekend, my father
took me to the Museum of Natural
History and showed me a map and
then explained the realities of
Columbus’ journey. His story stood
in stark contrast to the song my
teacher had us singing in class with
the lyrics, “In 1492, Columbus sailed
the ocean blue.” My father taught me
that Columbus’ journey proved disastrous for the Taino people.
Once the lie was revealed, my 5year-old mind told me teachers were
no longer to be trusted. From then
on, I was labeled a “problem.”
As a child, my family supported
my questioning of authority despite
how much I got in trouble for it.
While no one in my immediate
family was an activist or organizer,
they always conveyed to me their
sense of justice. In their view, if
something wasn’t right, it was the
duty and responsibility of the person experiencing the injustice to
address the issue head-on. As long
as I was respectful in the process,
they approved of me speaking my
mind. Unfortunately, the school I
attended didn’t adhere to such
beliefs. My sense of justice led to a
career of trips to the office, talking
back to teachers, and all sorts of
disciplinary infractions. I became
the one in class who “didn’t know
when to keep his mouth shut.”
In the end, these experiences
influenced my decision to become

an educator. Working with schools
over the last 18 years, teachers and
administrators often approach me
about their black male “problem.” As
soon as I hear black male students
referred to this way, I cringe.
In my 37 years of life, I’ve heard
many claim they know how to solve
the “problem” of being an AfricanAmerican male, but few have

fact, when I physically reacted to
unfair treatment, people in positions
of power were provided greater
leverage in rationalizing their decision to remove me from school.
Someone had to explain to me
that teachers would respond more
positively to me if, when I spoke up
for myself, I organized my thoughts
and actions to focus on changing my
condition. For me, this happened in
4th grade when the teacher, Ms.
Lester, told me that education is
more than what happens in the
classroom. To her, education was the
sum total of the decisions I made in
life to change my condition and the
conscious decision to work collectively with others to change conditions in my community. These lessons stuck with me. Yet, for many
black males, this may never happen.
There are some African-American
male graduates of Chicago’s public
schools who are able to make it
through school relatively unscathed.

fear loss or theft. Mobility is an
issue for students whose homes or
schools were demolished to make
way for high-priced housing that
their families cannot afford.
Statistics comparing the number
of African-American males in schools
to those in prison are harrowing.
Almost 75 percent of African-American males in state, local or federal
prison systems are illiterate. Eighty
percent have not graduated high
school. To effect lasting change for
the benefit of black male students,
we need to ask these questions:




Who is going to address the issues
and concerns of African-American
males on a systemic and personal
level?
More importantly, what are we
doing to support their efforts?

We cannot make the mistake of
treating African-American males as
problems. Instead, we must be
thoughtful in listening to their individual concerns and working with

“As a child, my family supported my questioning of authority despite how much I got in
trouble for it. ... As long as I was respectful in the process, they approved of my speaking
my mind. Unfortunately, the school I attended didn’t adhere to such beliefs.”
attempted to get to know me—or
other black males—personally, or
to address systematically our issues
and concerns.
Few have been bold enough to
say that there was never a problem
with me. The problem, rather, is society and the decisions I made when I
didn’t understand the fallacy of conventional social perspectives on
black males. Someone had to explain
to me that when I had a raging fit
because I felt mistreated, I was doing
exactly what society expected me to
do, what society is afraid I will do. In

Some move on to prominent positions in society and prove to be a success. Yet those achievements are individual. Those victories are reached in
spite of the resources provided by
Chicago Public Schools.
My concern is for the young
African-American men who are
never given a chance. These are the
young people who are asked to
learn under severely adverse conditions. In 2009, some schools still are
without books in their libraries.
Students are not allowed to take
books home because educators

their families to address their specific situations. It is a lot of work, but
our black male students are worth it.
Today, every time I see a young
black male in the principal’s office, I
reach out through eye contact and
often say, “I know what you’re going
through. Be strong.” To this day, we
still don’t recognize their strengths.
David Stovall is an associate professor of
Educational Policy Studies/College of
Education and African-American
Studies/College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, at
the University of Illinois at Chicago.
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